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A Note from the Editor

In an effort to make the MTAM Newsletter more accessible, I have adjusted the text
layout and added Alt Text on all images. I welcome feedback as I strive to improve the

quality and accessibility of the newsletter. It is an honor to highlight the amazing work of
Minnesota music therapists! Thank you for trusting me to serve you in this role.

With gratitude, Beth Engelking, MTAM Newsletter Editor
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A Note From the President’s Desk
    Hello Minnesota Music Therapists,

We have made it to the end of the fourth quarter of 2022! It’s that time
of year where we get to take a look at our accomplishments, extend
our gratitude to those around us, reflect on our journeys, and celebrate
our failures!

As you may remember the team has been working on a few projects
including changes and updates to our by-laws, providing community
event opportunities, getting to know the members of the board. We
have worked hard these last 5 months and are looking forward to showing you our results
starting in the new year!

Things to look forward in the new year:
- Presentation and review of the suggested by-law changes.
- More community events and CMTE opportunities.
- A new website with updated resources, easier navigation tools, and readability.
- Continued social media presence with our “Five Take-Aways” that are posted after each

board meeting that highlights what has been discussed.

On a personal note, I would like to send a huge shout out and my sincere gratitude to each
MTAM board member for all of their support, energy, and willingness to serve during this time.
The work we have done is not easy, however necessary for us to do better. We are not done
and I THANK YOU!

Secondly, thank you to our community, friends of music therapy, and Minnesota music
therapists! This association would not exist if it was not for you, your support, and time to be a
part of this profession. THANK YOU!

On that note, is there something you have a question about or would like to share? We would
like to hear from you! Additionally, if there’s anything you would like the board to know, any way
we can help you with a special project or help you gain access to resources. Let us know. Join
one of our monthly meetings or send us an email at musictherapymn@gmail.com.

With gratitude,

Ericha Rupp
(she/her/hers)
Music Therapy Association of MN | President
presidentmtam@gmail.com | 507-581-2957
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Government Relations Update
Greetings! Hopefully you were all able to go out and vote in the November elections this
year! All 67 Senate seats and 134 House seats were up for re-election this year. The
results of the election? A democratic trifecta where democrats have control at the
governor level and both the house and senate chambers. There was also some
redistricting that occurred this year. If you are wondering who represents you at this
time, please Google "Who represents me Minnesota" and click on the Who Represents
Me? - LCC - GIS (https://www.gis.lcc.mn.gov/iMaps/districts/). Please reach out to your
legislators to talk to them about music therapy and its benefits!

MTAM Website Under Construction
MTAM has teamed up with Julie Palmieri
to redesign its website! Our goal for the
new website is to have an accessible,
user-friendly resource for music
therapists, MTAM members, consumers,
and community members. Have ideas
about what YOU would like to see on the
new website? Join the redesign team!
Contact newslettermtam@gmail.com for
more information.

MTAM is here to support you!

For financial assistance, please consider applying for
MTAM’s Professional Scholarship or MTAM’s Jenn Werner Assistance Fund.

For more information, go to
http://musictherapymn.com/membership/mtam-scholarships/
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Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion in the GLR
Submitted by Rachel Yurik

The Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion committee of the Great Lakes Region has been
working hard in its second year to expand our charges, visions, and goals. We have
been part of a number of initiatives focused on expanding equity, justice, collaboration,
and education. The committee is also expanding our own membership: three new
members were added in the beginning of 2022, and we have now sent out a new call for
members for 2023 to help broaden our perspectives, interests, and capacity.

This past summer the DEI committee formed a summer book club for Me and White
Supremacy by Layla Saad and We Will Not Cancel Us by adrienne marie brown,
focused on transformative justice and deconstructing white supremacy. We are also
actively working with and supporting state boards in the GLR in creating state DEI
representatives. As we work on expanding DEI initiatives at the state level, we continue
to collaborate with the GLR Executive Board and other committees within GLR to
provide resources and tools to expand perspectives and promote transformative justice.

For the GLR Fall Symposium, the committee secured keynote speaker Jasmine
Edwards, MA, LCAT, MT-BC presenting on "Cultural Humility: Implications for Music
Therapy Training and Practice". We also held a roundtable discussion at the
Symposium to collaborate and connect with attendees about equity and justice-based
resources, our perspectives as a committee, and reflections on Jasmine Edwards'
presentation.

The GLR DEI committee continues to meet monthly, attend leadership meetings of the
Executive Board, and collaborate throughout the region on ways to increase education,
diversity and accessibility of speakers, and opportunities for diversity, equity, and
inclusion initiatives. We have recently updated our charges, vision statement, and our
master resource list on our website, which can be found here:
https://www.glr-amta.org/about/dei/
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Keynote Music Therapy is Growing!
Submitted by Maggie Doherty, MT-BC

Exciting news from Keynote Music Therapy, based in the greater Twin Cities area! We
have recently been approved to be a waiver provider in the state of Minnesota, and will
be working on our processes to be able to accept new clients starting early 2023! We
have also welcomed Maggie Doherty, who recently completed her internship at
Children’s Minnesota, to our wonderful team. We are so grateful for the continued
opportunities to expand and increase access to music therapy services in the greater
Twin Cities area!

Augsburg Faculty Offer CMTE Course
Submitted by Dr. Juyoung Lee

On November 15th, 2022, Augsburg Music
Therapy Faculty, Dr. Annie Heiderscheit, Dr.
Juyoung Lee, and Emma Moonier, were invited
to present "Decentering European Elite Music:
One University's Process of Change" at the 2022
AMTA's Inaugural Symposium on November
15th, 2022. It was part of the CMTE program:
"Conversations on Systematic Change and
Cultural Responsiveness." We feel so grateful for
the highly engaged audience and our amazing
co-presenters: Anysia Palmer and Lauren Ragan
Wilkerson for their thoughtful discussions and
ideas!

This course (and all AMTA Symposium content) is available through February 28, 2023.
Learn more and register for CMTEs at
https://amta-u.thinkific.com/courses/symposium2022
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Community Music Therapy Provider List
MTAM has updated our Community Music Therapy Provider List! The purpose of this list
is to increase consumer access to music therapy services by providing contact
information for board certified music therapists who serve their population in their
geographic location. Professionals may also use the list to provide community music
therapy referrals for patients/clients. Community Music Therapy Provider List

If you operate as a private practice, small business, sole proprietorship, LLC,
corporation, DBA, non-profit, subcontractor, or independent contractor in Minnesota,
please complete this Google form by January 13th and your information will be added
to our list. https://forms.gle/Qjvgv5haLRd9tyGV9

Please note that MTAM does not specifically endorse or give preference to any music
therapists on this list, nor does MTAM receive any financial benefit from distributing this
list. We are providing information to consumers so they might find the best fit for them.

Music Therapist Observation List
MTAM is excited to introduce the Music Therapist Observation List!
The purpose of this list is to be a resource for students and interns
who are seeking an opportunity to observe a board certified music
therapist in practice.

Are you an MT-BC who would like to welcome students and interns
to observe you in action and enhance their clinical training? If so,
please complete this survey by January 13th!
https://forms.gle/gDams49orXov6PYh7

Please note that this list is for limited time observation
opportunities only, NOT for practicum or internship placements.
MTAM will not be involved in scheduling observation sessions.
Students and interns are responsible for contacting music

therapists directly and arranging their observation sessions. The information included on
the Music Therapist Observation List will be published on the MTAM website, via social
media, and in other ways that MTAM deems appropriate.
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Music Therapy Business Owners Update
Submitted by Melissa Spiess

Thank you to all who voted on our next MN MTBO meeting time. I am excited to report
that we had a consensus to switch to a morning meeting time! While I realize that it is
impossible to find a time that works for everyone, I am grateful that we can find a time
that frees up our evenings and weekends to spend with our families and friends. This is
a great first step in helping to set boundaries for work life balance, something that so
many music therapists in general, and business owners in particular struggle with.

Our next meeting will be Tuesday, January 17th , 2023, 7:00 - 8:30 AM via Zoom. We
will use this time to talk about business needs, challenges, and successes. Since there
have been several forums to talk about waivers recently and the last several meetings
have been about waivers, we will reserve this time to talk about other topics. Feel free
to send any topics that you would like us to address during this meeting in advance by
contacting melissa@livingspirittherapy.com and they will be added to the agenda.

The Minnesota Music Therapy Business Owners group (MN MTBO) is designed to help
foster collaboration, enhance communication, provide support and guidance, expedite
placement of referrals, and provide continuing education related to business ownership
in music therapy. It has been particularly helpful in keeping up on changes and
providing support and encouragement during COVID, with changes to the waiver
system, and with increased referrals with waivers and the outstanding advocacy
provided by so many in our community over the past several decades. The group is
open to those who are the primary owner of a private practice serving clients in MN.

In addition to meetings, we have a Google group, MN MTBO Facebook group, MN
Music Therapy Businesses Coping with COVID Facebook group, as well as an ongoing
spreadsheet to help identify current business needs and successes, areas and
populations served, and organizational information. Clarification on spreadsheets: The
MN MTBO spreadsheet is different from the one coordinated by MTAM and is designed
to be for MTBOs with content that changes based on immediate and changing needs of
MTBOs. You can update your information via the MN MTBO Facebook group or the link
on the bottom of the google group messages. The MTAM Community Music Therapy
Provider List is for consumers seeking music therapy services. TO BE ON THE MTAM
LIST, PLEASE COMPLETE THIS SURVEY. https://forms.gle/Qjvgv5haLRd9tyGV9
Contact Melissa Spiess with any questions or to be added to the Google group:
melissa@livingspirittherapy.com.

Thank you to all who continue to serve the MN community!
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Bill Webb
September 23, 1950 – September 26, 2022

William Edgar Webb (Bill E.) of Minneapolis, MN
passed away on September 26, 2022 at the age 72.
He was born on September 23,1950 in Edina, MN,
where he grew up. He is preceded in death by his
father (Edgar), mother (Harriet), and older brothers
(Robert and James). He is survived by his wife (Linny),
daughters (Delaney and Willie), son-in-law (Brian), and
grandson (Darrah).

He graduated high school from Edina High School in
1968, and attended college at the University of

Minnesota, where he received his bachelor degree in Music Therapy. As someone
passionate about education, philosophy and pondering the big questions, he later
attended the United Theology Seminary, where he received his Masters in Theology
and the Arts. Bill E.’s thesis focused on the power of music therapy in
long term care.

Music was the way to Bill E.’s mind, heart and spirit. He was a self
taught musician, receiving his first drum set at the age of 8, and he
never stopped adding his own rhythm to his life. Starting from his
early teens through his early 60s, Bill E. was performing in bands of
all genres, doing what he loved - singing, playing the drums, and
being a team player. He played at his high school’s dances, was
hired for weddings/parties, played during Twin Cities Jazz Festivals
and performed in May Day parades, hit the late night bar scene with
the dance floor filled, and played at his church for larger celebration
services. Of his many bands, those that stand out are: The Knotts; Wheezer; Streets;
Bandolero; Dick and Jane’s Big Brass Band; Big Northern; and The Eclectics. In 1970,
he set out with bandmates to isolate themselves in northern Minnesota with the
intention to write original tunes. They lived in Tofte, MN, named their band “Tofte”, and
after 6 months of focusing on their music, sound, and songwriting, headed to Colorado
to make it big. At that time, no one was looking for original music; everyone wanted
cover bands. Bill E. continued to play whenever he could and had side jobs for
supplemental income.

After 20 years of being in bar bands, Bill E. followed a different calling. He became a
music therapist, and worked for over 30 years at University Good Samaritan Society
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(UGSC). He started as the only music
therapist on staff, and he grew the
department until he became the
Creative Arts Therapy Director with 11
people doing
music, art, and
movement

therapies. He built an internship program at UGSC, and oversaw
over 100 music therapist interns during his many years. His work
was so admired and significant in his field that he was awarded
Lifetime Achievement Awards from the Music Therapy Association
of Minnesota and Great Lakes Region of the American Music
Therapy Association for his many contributions to the music
therapy world, and the Champion Award from the Care Providers
Association to honor those who make a positive impact in long-term care for people with
disabilities. If you were in the world of music therapy, you knew Bill Webb.

Bill E.’s other love was his life partner, Linny
Mae. Meeting at the young age of 19, they
shared 52 years of being together and building a
beautiful life full of joy and challenges, especially
choosing to have and raise two daughters. They
were hippies at heart, living humbly and making
every moment together special. Their unique and
endless love was seen by anyone who knew
them,

and admired as something not everyone
experienced. Bill E.’s gentle nature was the
perfect balance for Linny’s fire energy. Delaney
and Willie both grew up with an attentive,
loving, humorous, and goofy dad, and they are
forever grateful to him for his support and love
in any direction they chose for their lives.

When Bill received the Lifetime Achievement
Award from the Great Lakes Region of the
American Music Therapy Association in 2015,
Elizabeth Giffin, Pete Meyer, and Erin Spellacy
collaborated with Bill’s Good Sam colleagues
and former students to create this video about
his legacy. https://youtu.be/NyXsIGszU2g
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MTAM Member News
*** Congratulations to former MTAM President
Claire Klein, who got married on October
15th to Jacob Ristow. Fellow music therapists
Linnea Bowens-Larson, Jillian Kirkeide,
and Kari Johnson gorgeously provided the
music for the ceremony.

*** Shout out to Erinn Frees, whose incredible music therapy work at Children’s
Minnesota was featured on the CBS MidMorning News program on December 7, 2022!
Erinn CBS News Segment

*** Claire Klein, MT-BC, is helping to
coordinate the visit of 29:11 International
Exchange - a fabulous group of musicians
from all over South Africa. They will be visiting
Minnesota February through May 2023 and
would be happy to perform and share their
message of peace and reconciliation with your
clients (as you deem suitable), school, place of
worship, staff team, and beyond. Last year,
they performed at the VA Home, Transition
Plus school, Orchestra Hall, churches, with
Dessa, and more to great enthusiasm. Contact
2911tour@gmail.com for more information.

*** Shout out to Jennifer Acklund, whose great work with four piano playing sisters in
their 80s was featured on Boyd Huppert’s Land of 10,000 Stories on Kare 11! Jennifer
Land of 10,000 Stories

*** Shout out to Kayla Shafer, whose amazing work in the NICU at Children’s
Minnesota was featured on KSTP Eyewitness News! Kayla News Segment
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Minnesota Internship Updates
Children’s Minnesota
Internship Director: Kayla Schaffer, MA, MT-BC

My name is Olivia Martin, and I am a music therapy
intern at Children’s Minnesota Hospital. I studied
music therapy at Appalachian State University in Boone, North Carolina, and I began
my internship in September, never having been to Minnesota before. I am excited to
report that the state of Minnesota and Children’s have been everything I hoped they
would be and more!

It has been my goal since the beginning of my music therapy education to practice in a
pediatric setting, and I have found myself specifically interested in the NICU.
Coincidentally, I am not the only newbie here at Children’s, as we have just recently
purchased and begun implementing Pacifier Activated Lullaby (PAL). Learning about
PAL in my undergraduate studies was especially motivating and intriguing to me as an
aspiring NICU music therapist, and it has been incredible to see it in action in our very
own NICU. My supervisors have done an amazing job of advocating for our
department’s new addition, and not only have I learned a lot from the implementation of
PAL itself, but also from seeing the process of introducing this evidence-based practice
to the hospital for the first time. I feel very honored to be a part of the team during the
exciting early stages of PAL at our hospital, and I look forward to continuing to witness
the growth and healing that music can bring to our tiniest patients.

Masonic Children’s Hospital
Internship Supervisor: Greta Yates, MT-BC

My name is Rachel Yurik and I graduated from the University of Minnesota last May with
a degree in music therapy and a minor in health psychology. I am currently in my last
month of internship at Masonic Children's Hospital, and it has been such an incredible
experience so far! It is the first music therapy internship program at Masonic, and the
opportunity to be in a pediatric hospital setting is amazing. It has particularly been great
to have so much collaboration with other staff members and get to work in an integrative
setting. I’ve really enjoyed the opportunity to work with such a wide variety of ages,
diagnoses, and treatment plans; getting to be a part of music therapy in the NICU and
on the Blood and Marrow Transplant Unit at Masonic has been especially unique and
really exciting. I hope to continue to seek out opportunities in the pediatric setting and
look forward to sitting for my certification exam soon!
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Park Nicollet Health Services
Methodist Hospital, Frauenshuh Cancer Center, Park Nicollet Methodist Home Hospice,
Struthers Parkinson’s Center, Melrose Eating Disorder program, Regions Hospital, and
our brand-new location: Health Partners Hospice

Internship Director: Dawn McDougal Miller, MME, MT-BC, Fellow in the Association
for Music and Imagery

Supervising Music Therapists: Sandra Holten, MT-BC, NMT Fellow; Amanda
Verstegen, MA, MT-BC; Nora Turnbloom, MA, MT-BC; Leanne Barck, MME, MT-BC;
Daniela Schmiedlechner, MT-BC; Brenton Haack, MA, MT-BC

Current interns:
● July 2022 start date:  Jennifer Diemer (Wartburg College) and Grace Parlier

(Alverno College)
● October 2022 start date:  Megan Denti (Eastern Michigan University) and Brianna

Hobach (Alverno College)

Recent former interns who have completed internships:
● Martha Young (Augsburg) – Grad school & Music Therapist at Ecumen hospice
● Laura Beth Reznicek (U of Iowa) – Working at Music Speaks in Iowa
● Kristi McNellis (Augsburg) – Currently seeking a position
● Catherine Cook (U of Georgia) – Music therapist at a psychiatric hospital in Virginia

Accepted for internship in 2023:
● January 2023 start date:  Katie Doyle (Wartburg College) and Hannah Doyle

(University of Dayton)
● April 2023 start date:  Alex McMath (Alverno College) and Sophia Aston (West

Virginia University)

Fun Facts:
● Grace is our first intern from Alverno College and Megan is our first intern from

Eastern Michigan University. It has been wonderful to collaborate with these
academic programs!

● We have added an additional location and internship supervisor to the Park Nicollet
Music Therapy internship. We welcomed Brenton Haack (another awesome former
Park Nicollet intern) to our Music Therapy internship supervision team in October
2022. Park Nicollet is part of the larger Health Partners network. We now have two
Health Partners locations where interns can be placed part time: Regions Hospital
and Health Partners Hospice. Brianna is the first intern to have the opportunity to
work with Brenton at Health Partners Hospice.
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Music Therapy Internship Program Provides
Interns Jennifer and Grace

Valuable Experience
Article Reprinted from Park Nicollet Foundation
Newsletter

Each year, Park Nicollet’s comprehensive medical
Music Therapy program hosts eight interns on a
quarterly basis. Interns from around the country are
selected for six-month internships that provide
invaluable support and healing to patients and
family members.

Through the program, Music Therapy interns gain
experience in facilitating both group and individual therapy sessions in a variety of
medical settings from an experienced team of seven board-certified music therapists.
Interns are gradually given caseloads and responsibilities including: documentation in
electronic medical records, participation in interdisciplinary team meetings, and
administrative duties to fully prepare them to function as music therapists.

“The breadth of experience I get now is just outstanding,” said Jennifer Diemer, intern,
from Wartburg College in Waverly, Iowa. “It's one of the reasons that drew me to this
internship…you just get to see different kinds of people of all ages who have different
diagnoses.”

According to intern Grace Parlier who attended Alverno College in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, her internship is a way to discover what areas of Music Therapy she wants
to pursue. “My hospice work here has really affirmed some of my loves of memory care
and working with older adults,” she stated.

First introduced after WWII to help returning soldiers overcome shell shock, volunteer
hospital musicians found they were able to help service members communicate their
thoughts through music. Over the years clinical studies have proven that music therapy
sessions help patients reduce stress and improve mood and self-expression by
listening, singing, playing instruments or composing music.
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“One of the reasons that music therapy is so effective is because of the way that music
helps patients,” said Jennifer. “I've been in situations where I walk in the door and they
just light up because ‘the music lady’ is here and they love it. And then I've also been in
situations where I can tell they're a little bit skeptical, but then once you realize you
know their favorite song, then they'll tell you their life story and they trust you. It’s very
rewarding to know Grace and I are making a difference for them.”

Park Nicollet’s American Music Therapy Association internship program began in 1998.
Since then, 160 interns from academic Music Therapy programs across the country
have completed their internships at Park Nicollet.

Music Therapy Internship Program Manager Dawn Miller described how interns are
gradually given caseloads and responsibilities, including: documentation in electronic
medical records (EPIC), participation in interdisciplinary team meetings and
administrative duties to fully prepare them to function as music therapists.
“I look for candidates who have strong people skills, are patient focused, talented
musicians and who want to make a difference,” Dawn stated. “Grace and Jennifer are
both definitely making a difference. Grace has a wonderful positive outlook, is
passionate about Music Therapy, and brings joy and comfort to her patients through her
Music Therapy sessions. Jennifer has a wonderful calm presence and strong verbal
counseling skills that she uses to build strong therapeutic relationships with patients that
she serves. They’ll both have a bright future in the field of Music Therapy and I know
that they will have a positive impact on many people throughout their future Music
Therapy careers.”

Jennifer added, “We get to work with phenomenal music therapists here at Park
Nicollet. What we're learning and how we're going to be able to apply it in the real world
is incredibly valuable.”

Calling all Minnesota music therapy interns!
Apply for MTAM’s Terrie (Wolles) McCoss Internship Scholarship!

Applications are due January 31st and July 31st!
Please apply at the deadline closest to the midpoint of your internship.

For more information, go to
http://music therapymn.com/terrie-wolles-mccoss-internship-scholarship/
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Congratulations Terrie (Wolles) McCoss
Internship Scholarship Winner

Adeline (Addie) Heflin!

Addie studied music therapy at Utah State
University. She is currently an intern at

Lifeworks Services, Inc. She will complete
her internship and graduate in March

2023. Congratulations, Addie!

MTAM Summer Social!

Thanks to everyone who attended the MTAM Summer Social in August! MTAM
members and their families enjoyed a picnic dinner followed by a restorative yoga

session led by music therapist Kiran Dahlin. It was great to safely meet in-person again!
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University Student Updates
Augsburg University
Submitted by Maria Kratz, ASMTA Social Chair

This semester, the Augsburg Student Music
Therapy Association (ASMTA) has focused its
energy on fundraising to send its members to the
World Congress of Music Therapy in July.
Throughout the semester, ASMTA has engaged in
a couple fundraising events on-campus including
the Augsburg Homecoming Decorating Contest and
the Augsburg Give to the Max Campaign. For the
decoration contest, we created a mini “Jam
Session” and each board member made a DIY
percussion instrument. The centerpiece of our
display was a xylophone made entirely out of scrap
wood! This was a wonderful opportunity for ASMTA
to raise awareness for music therapy on-campus
while also earning some money for the World
Congress!

Looking forward to the end of the semester, ASMTA is planning to put on a benefit
concert in December. For this event, Augsburg students and faculty throughout the
music department will come together for a night of live music, dancing, socializing, and
tasty food! Although the food will be catered, the music will all be performed by students
and faculty. The ASMTA board thought this would be the perfect way for the Augsburg
community to come together in support of each other's non-academic musicing while
also fundraising! We are beyond excited for this event and hope that it becomes a
semesterly event that fundraises for various student needs throughout the department!

University of Minnesota
Submitted by Mallika Chadaga, MTSA President

The Fall 2022 semester has been full of connection and rapport for the Music Therapy
Student Association (MTSA) at the University of Minnesota - Twin Cities.

A huge event that cannot go unnamed this semester was the 50th Anniversary of the
music therapy clinic here at the University of Minnesota. Dr. Michael Silverman and
Professor Todd Schwartzberg hosted a wonderful celebration at Ferguson Hall to honor
and acknowledge the outstanding work of all those who contributed to the clinic's
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success. Judith Jellison, esteemed founder of the clinic, spoke with us virtually and
inspired everyone with her words. MTSA members are so fortunate to have the
opportunity to meet and celebrate the people instrumental in our education. We thank
them tremendously for their extraordinary contributions.

MTSA hosted many events this semester to
strengthen the bonds between members! In
September, we had an MTSA Meet-and-Greet
for members to get to know each other. It was
terrific for our UMN music therapy community
to connect with one another! We discussed
classroom experiences, first-year questions,
and upperclassmen advice. Later in the
semester, we hosted a cozy fall event, again
focusing on bolstering connections within the
UMN music therapy community. Everyone got

together with a cup of tea or apple cider, chatted about our semesters, and
decompressed before the intensity of the midterm season. Additionally, a few of our
MTSA members in the marching band volunteered for an event co-hosted by the Pride
of Minnesota Marching band and the Minnesota State Academy for the Blind (MSAB).
Students from MSAB were able to try out different wind and percussion instruments and
had a wonderful time learning about the band!

We have a myriad of events on our horizon that we
look forward to as well. In preparation for upcoming
exams and projects, MTSA is putting on a Study Event
in the last week of November, and we are excited to
see our members there. Additionally, members of
MTSA will be caroling at Catholic Eldercare on
December 9th! We are grateful to be able to perform
music in the Minneapolis community and to celebrate
the holidays. Lastly, with internship searches
underway for our senior class members, we look forward to inviting current interns and
music therapists around the Twin Cities to meet with MTSA and provide insight into their
abundant experiences.

We are so grateful for all members of the music therapy community at the University of
Minnesota and beyond. MTSA looks forward to the upcoming spring semester and the
opportunities in store. Hoping it can be just as wonderful as this past fall!
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To contribute articles and photos,
e-mail MTAM Newsletter Editor Beth Engelking, MA, MT-BC, NMT

Fellow NewsletterMTAM@gmail.com
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